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(54) Television receiver device

(57) A television receiver device including first and
second tuners for receiving first and second multiplexes
of channels, each multiplex including at least one channel
carrying a succession of programs, actual event informa-
tion providing information relating to channels in the re-
spective multiplex and other event information providing
information relating to channels of other multiplexes. A
programme is scheduled to be broadcast at the same
time in different first and second formats respectively in
the first and second multiplexes. The device further in-

cludes a user interface configured to allow selection of a
channel of said first multiplex; a controller configured to
tune said first tuner to said first multiplex and to select
said channel of said first multiplex; wherein the controller
is configured to be responsive to the channel selected
by the user interface carrying said programme to tune
said second tuner to said second multiplex. The device
further includes an event unit configured to acquire from
said second multiplex actual event information for said
program.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a television re-
ceiver device and a method of receiving television broad-
casts, in particular where different multiplexes of chan-
nels simultaneously carry the same television pro-
gramme, but in different formats, for instance with stand-
ard-definition image quality and with high-definition im-
age quality.
[0002] It is now becoming more common to broadcast
television programmes with high-definition pictures. Be-
cause not all users are able to receive or view such high-
definition pictures, it is known to broadcast the same tel-
evision programme simultaneously in two different for-
mats, in particular a more traditional format, such as
standard definition and a newer format such as high def-
inition.
[0003] These simultaneous broadcasts usually occur
in digital television transmission in different respective
multiplexes of channels. In particular, it will be appreci-
ated that individual channels, each transmitting a suc-
cession of television programmes, are bundled together
as groups of channels, each channel in a respective mul-
tiplex. A digital television receiver uses a tuner to obtain
a particular multiplex and a desired channel is selected
by demultiplexing packets of data of that channel from
the multiplex.
[0004] Prior art, such as US 2007/0101370, recognis-
es the problem that when a user selects a particular pro-
gramme with standard definition, that user might not be
aware that the same programme is also available on an-
other channel in high definition. US 2007/0101370 pro-
poses modifying an electronic programme guide such
that, when a user selects a channel and the programme
being transmitted on that channel is also available in high
definition on another channel, that other channel is
moved in the electronic programme guide so as to be
displayed alongside the channel selected by the user. If
the user attempts to record the standard-definition pro-
gramme, the system may also provide a prompt to the
user, allowing the user alternatively to record the high-
definition version of the programme. Where a system in-
cludes two tuners, US 2007/0101370 also proposes that
one of the two versions of the programme can be dis-
played in a PIP (picture-in-picture) window so that a user
is able visually to confirm that the two programmes are
indeed the same.
[0005] US 2006/0061682 also considers the possibility
of simultaneously broadcasting a programme in two for-
mats and proposes prompting a user to switch to a high-
definition channel.
[0006] According to the prior art, establishing that a
corresponding high-definition channel exists can be
achieved by consulting a list of known standard-defini-
tion/high-definition channel pairs or searching through
an electronic programme guide for a similar programme,
for instance searching by title. US 2006/0061682 indi-
cates that tables defined by the Moving Pictures Expert

Group (MPEG) standards and related standards could
support information that may be used to associate virtual
channels carrying simulcast standard-definition and
high-definition programming.
[0007] The present invention is based at least partly
on a recognition that these earlier proposals for identify-
ing simulcast broadcasts are often inadequate, particu-
larly when it comes to identifying the precise starting time
of the simulcast programme being broadcast on another
channel. The playout system operated by the broadcast-
er for the simulcast programme may not be closely linked
(if at all) with the playout system for the original pro-
gramme. This means that the two programmes do not
start and end at exactly the same time and there may be
a difference of some minutes. This can cause problems
if the user wants to switch between the two programmes.
[0008] The present invention considers a broadcast
environment including at least first and second multiplex-
es of channels, each multiplex including at least one
channel carrying a succession of programmes, actual
event information providing information relating to chan-
nels in that respective multiplex and other event informa-
tion providing information relating to channels of other
multiplexes, wherein a programme is scheduled to be
broadcast at the same time in different first and second
formats respectively in the first and second multiplexes.
[0009] According to present invention, the method in-
cludes:

operating a first tuner to obtain the first multiplex;
selecting, in the first multiplex, a channel in which
the programme is broadcast;
operating a second tuner to obtain the second mul-
tiplex; and
acquiring from the second multiplex actual event in-
formation for the programme.

[0010] Thus, when a user uses a first tuner to obtain
the first multiplex and selects, in the first multiplex, a
channel in which the programme is broadcast, the meth-
od of the invention uses a second tuner to obtain the
second multiplex and acquire actual event information
for the programme in the second multiplex.
[0011] According to the present invention, there is also
provided a television receiver device including:

first and second tuners for receiving first and second
multiplexes of channels, each multiplex including at
least one channel carrying a succession of pro-
grams, actual event information providing informa-
tion relating to channels in the respective multiplex
and other event information providing information re-
lating to channels of other multiplexes, wherein a
programme is scheduled to be broadcast at the same
time in different first and second formats respectively
in the first and second multiplexes, the device further
including:
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a user interface configured to allow selection of
a channel of said first multiplex;
a controller configured to tune said first tuner to
said first multiplex and to select said channel of
said first multiplex; wherein
the controller is configured to be responsive to
the channel selected by the user interface car-
rying said programme to tune said second tuner
to said second multiplex; and
the device further includes
an event unit configured to acquire from said
second multiplex actual event information for
said program.

[0012] The actual event information provided with a
multiplex is repeated much more often than the other
event information. Typically, for event information tables
according to the DVB standard, the actual event infor-
mation may be repeated every 2 seconds whereas the
other event information may be repeated only every 30
seconds. Indeed, not all broadcasters will provide the
other event information at all.
[0013] Thus, according to the present invention, hav-
ing identified the scheduled simulcast of a programme
using techniques known from the prior art and/or event
linkage or association information broadcast with the pro-
grammes, reference is made directly to the actual event
information transmitted for the channel/multiplex on
which the simulcast broadcast takes place. This informa-
tion can be used by the controller of the television receiver
device accordingly.
[0014] Preferably, the first format includes television
images in standard definition and the second format in-
cludes television images in high definition.
[0015] It will be appreciated that the invention can also
be used to select lower-definition images, to select alter-
native-aspect-ratio images and/or to select alternative
audio formats.
[0016] Selection of a channel by a user can be selec-
tion by that user to view a programme at that time. Alter-
natively or additionally, selection by the user can be se-
lection to record a particular programme. In either or both
cases, it becomes possible with the present invention to
provide accurate information regarding the simulcast of
the programme selected by the user.
[0017] The first and second multiplexes may be broad-
cast independently. They may be broadcast as part of
the same transmission system or may be broadcast in
different transmission systems. Examples of the trans-
mission systems include terrestrial, cable, satellite and
network systems.
[0018] Preferably, the actual event information is con-
tained in an event information table (EIT). Such a table
is defined in the DVB standard.
[0019] The actual event information may include an
event linkage descriptor indicating scheduled broadcast
of a programme of the respective multiplex on another
multiplex at the same time.

[0020] In this way, when a particular programme is se-
lected, the event linkage descriptor associated with that
broadcast programme provides an indication of the chan-
nel of another multiplex on which that same programme
will be broadcast as a simulcast.
[0021] Preferably, the controller is configured to deter-
mine from an event linkage descriptor in the first multiplex
that the programme is scheduled to be broadcast at the
same time in a channel of the second multiplex.
[0022] In this way, it is then possible to acquire from
the second multiplex the actual event information for the
simulcast programme.
[0023] It is possible to acquire from the first multiplex
actual event information for the first multiplex and other
event information for the second multiplex. It is then pos-
sible to determine from the actual event information and
the other event information acquired from the first multi-
plex whether a programme broadcast in a channel of the
first multiplex, in particular the programme selected by
the user, is scheduled to be broadcast at the same time
in a channel of the second multiplex.
[0024] In the television receiver device, the event unit
may be constructed so as to include a first event unit
configured to acquire actual event information from the
first multiplex and a second event unit configured to ac-
quire actual event information from the second multiplex.
[0025] The television receiver device may respond to
simultaneous broadcast of the programme in the second
multiplex in one or more of a number of ways.
[0026] The user interface may indicate to the user that
the programme is being simultaneously broadcast in the
second format on another channel. The user can then
choose to take whatever action he or she prefers.
[0027] The user interface may also prompt the user to
change selection to the channel of the second multiplex
carrying the programme. For example, the user interface
may merely invite the user to select an input key, for
example within a predetermined period of time, to cause
re-selection to the channel of the second multiplex.
[0028] It is also possible for the device automatically
to change selection to the channel of the second multiplex
carrying the programme.
[0029] The television receiver device may allow a user
to select in advance how the television receiver device
will react to simultaneous broadcast of a programme in
the second multiplex.
[0030] In the case where the programme in the second
multiplex starts before the programme in the first multi-
plex, it will not necessarily be clear that the user will be
interested in that programme at all. However, in addition
to any of the options mentioned above, it is also possible
to store in a buffer the programme from the second mul-
tiplex so as to enable the user to select the programme
from the second multiplex when the programme from the
first multiplex starts.
[0031] In this way, the user is able to watch to its end
any programme being broadcast in the first multiplex be-
fore then deciding whether or not to watch the simulcast
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programme and to avoid missing any of the simulcast
programme if the second multiplex is then chosen.
[0032] For the occasions when the channel selection
has been changed from the channel of the first multiplex
carrying the programme to the channel of the second
multiplex carrying the programme, the controller may be
configured to change selection, at the end of the pro-
gramme, back to the channel of the programme in the
first multiplex. The controller can be configured to make
this change automatically or it can be configured to pro-
vide a prompt to the user, allowing the user to choose to
make the change.
[0033] It will be appreciated that the television receiver
device can be embodied as a stand-alone receiving de-
vice or integrated with one or both of a recording device,
such as a PVR (personal video recorder), or display de-
vice.
[0034] Similarly, the present invention may be embod-
ied in software for controlling parts of a device to operate
as discussed above.
[0035] The invention will be more clearly understood
from the following description, given by way of example
only, with reference to the company drawings, in which:

Figure 1 illustrates schematically a broadcast envi-
ronment in which the present invention may be em-
bodied;
Figures 2(A), (B) and (C) illustrate examples of tel-
evision receiver devices embodying the present in-
vention;
Figure 3 illustrates schematically functional compo-
nent part of a television receiver device embodying
the present invention; and
Figure 4 illustrates an example of a user prompt.

[0036] Television programmes may be broadcast to
end users in a number of different formats and by means
of a variety of different broadcast systems. Standards
such as MPEG allow bundles of broadcast channels to
be provided together as respective multiplexes. Each
multiplex thus contains a plurality of channels. A receiv-
ing device uses a tuner to select a particular multiplex
and then demultiplexes the packets of a desired channel
so as to reproduce that desired channel.
[0037] Different broadcasters may choose to use dif-
ferent broadcasting systems in order to broadcast con-
tent. For instance, terrestrial, satellite, cable and network
systems are used. The individual broadcasters may
choose to broadcast the same content, namely television
programmes, in different formats, for instance in view of
the bandwidth available to their broadcasting system, or
merely to provide choice to the end users. Hence, one
individual broadcaster may actually choose to broadcast
the same television programme in more than one format.
[0038] Figure 1 illustrates schematically a broadcast
environment in which a content provider 2 provides the
same television programme to two different broadcasters
4, 6. The television programme will typically be provided

to each broadcaster in advance of broadcast and each
broadcaster will use its own respective playout system
and multiplexer. A television receiver device 8 may be
able to receive multiplexes from each of the broadcasters
4, 6. It will be appreciated that, in general, each broad-
caster will broadcast a plurality of multiplexes, each mul-
tiplex containing a plurality of channels. However, for an
explanation of the present invention, it will be assumed
that the first broadcaster 4 broadcasts at least a first mul-
tiplex including a channel on which a particular pro-
gramme is to be broadcast and the second broadcaster
6 broadcasts at least a second multiplex containing a
channel in which the same programme is to be broadcast
as a simulcast. Actually, the invention is equally applica-
ble to the situation where one and the same broadcaster
broadcasts both the first multiplex and the second mul-
tiplex so as to achieve the simulcast of the same televi-
sion programme.
[0039] The television receiver device 8 may be em-
bodied in any convenient manner, for instance as a stand-
alone device as illustrated in Figure 2(A) for use with a
television display device 10 and/or a television recording
device 12, such as a PVR (personal video recorder). Al-
ternatively, the television receiver device could be incor-
porated into a television recording device 14 as illustrated
in Figure 2(B) or incorporated in a television display de-
vice 16 as illustrated in Figure 2(C), which might addi-
tionally incorporate the television recording device.
[0040] Figure 3 illustrates schematically the relevant
functional component parts of a television receiver device
embodying the present invention.
[0041] A controller 20 is provided in communication
with the other functional component parts of the device
and is configured to control those functional parts and
also to carry out processes embodying the present in-
vention.
[0042] A first tuner 22 and a second tuner 24 are illus-
trated both connected to an aerial 26 so as to represent
reception of one or more broadcast signals. However, it
will be appreciated that the first tuner 22 and second tuner
24 need not receive broadcast signals from the same
source and, furthermore, may receive broadcast signals
from any appropriate source and not necessarily a con-
ventional aerial.
[0043] Using a user interface 28, such as the remote
control device 18 illustrated in Figure 2(C), a user is able
to choose a broadcast channel for selection by the de-
vice. In response to this choice, the controller 20 controls
the first tuner 22 to obtain the appropriate multiplex con-
taining the required channel.
[0044] In any known manner, a first demultiplexer 30
can demultiplex the received multiplex so as to acquire
the necessary packets for the chosen channel and re-
assemble the broadcast signal for that channel.
[0045] As illustrated, a second demultiplexer 32 is pro-
vided so as to enable similar demultiplexing of any mul-
tiplex obtained by the second tuner 24.
[0046] An output section 34 is illustrated as receiving
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signals from either or both of the demultiplexers 30 and
32 and is able to provide corresponding broadcast sig-
nals to one or both of a display device 10 and a recording
device 12.
[0047] It is known to provide with a broadcast multiplex
actual event information which provides information re-
lating to the channels contained within that respective
multiplex as well as other event information providing in-
formation regarding channels broadcast in other multi-
plexes. The actual event information is transmitted fre-
quently, for instance every 2 seconds, and is therefore
always relatively accurate. On the other hand, the other
event information may be transmitted less frequently, for
instance once every 30 seconds, and, hence, is neces-
sarily less up to date. Indeed, some broadcasters may
not provide the other event information at all or may pro-
vide it only for a limited number of channels, for instance
the other channels provided by that broadcaster.
[0048] The DVB standard includes an example of ac-
tual event information and other event information. In this
respect, reference may be made to the publication ETSI
EN 300 468 V1.8.1 (2008-07).
[0049] A broadcast multiplex may also include addi-
tional data and it may be possible to use this data to
provide a link to the channel of a different multiplex in
which the same programme is to be broadcast as a si-
mulcast. This data could be described as a linkage de-
scriptor. By way of example, the DVB standard defines
an event information table (EIT) in which it would be pos-
sible to include a linkage descriptor providing a link to an
event on the channel of a different multiplex. In particular,
this linkage descriptor can be used to identify when a
particular programme is to be broadcast simultaneously
on the channel of a different multiplex, for instance in a
different format, such as high definition.
[0050] The DVB publication mentioned above de-
scribes the Event Information Table (EIT) in Section
5.2.4.
[0051] Similar Service Information tables can be pro-
duced in television broadcasts made according to stand-
ards other than DVB, for example including ATSC (Ad-
vanced Television Systems Committee).
[0052] The problem with using information from one
multiplex with regard to broadcast of a programme in a
channel of another multiplex is that the information re-
garding that other multiplex might be limited, might be
re-transmitted infrequently and might indeed have errors
or omissions.
[0053] Returning to Figure 3, the television receiver
device is illustrated schematically including a first event
unit 36 and a second event unit 38.
[0054] The first event unit 36 is configured to be able
to identify and read information contained with the mul-
tiplex obtained by the first tuner 22, for instance identify-
ing and reading actual event information, other event in-
formation and/or the linkage descriptor mentioned
above. The second event unit 38 may be configured sim-
ilarly. However, for the purposes of the present invention,

it is configured in any case to acquire the actual event
information for any multiplex obtained by the second tun-
er 24.
[0055] For the channel chosen by the user and select-
ed according to the user interface 28, the controller 20
is configured to determine whether or not there is a pro-
gramme coming up in that channel for which there is
scheduled to be another broadcast of that same pro-
gramme in a different channel of another multiplex, in
particular a broadcast in a different format. In this respect,
the controller may use information acquired by the first
event unit 36, such as the other event information and/or
the linkage descriptor. The controller 20 may also have
details, from the actual event information acquired by the
first event unit 30, for the other programmes coming up
in the selected channel.
[0056] Thus, using this information and/or information
derived from other sources, for instance an electronic
programme guide, the controller 20 determines that there
is scheduled to be a simulcast of a programme on the
selected channel or indeed that a simulcast is currently
in progress for the selected channel.
[0057] With the knowledge that a simulcast will or is
occurring on the channel of another multiplex, the con-
troller 20 controls the second tuner 24 to tune to that
multiplex. It also controls the second event unit 38 to
acquire from the multiplex the actual event information
relating to the broadcast of the programme.
[0058] In this way, the receiver device is aware of the
most accurate and the most often refreshed information
regarding the alternative broadcast of the same pro-
gramme. In particular, the receiver device and its con-
troller 20 are aware of accurate start and end times for
that alternative broadcast of the same programme.
[0059] The receiver device is preferably configured to
be able to provide notifications/messages to the user, for
instance by means of the user interface 28 and/or the
output 34 inserting into its output stream video/audio
messages for reproduction by the television display de-
vice.
[0060] Figure 4 illustrates an example of a user notifi-
cation 50 appearing superimposed on the video image
52 of the programme from the first multiplex. In this way,
the controller 20 is able to provide information to the user
regarding the alternative broadcast of the same pro-
gramme based on the actual event information for that
broadcast obtained by the second event unit 38.
[0061] There will now be considered the situation
where the user has selected a channel of a first multiplex
to which the first tuner 22 is tuned and that channel con-
tains or will contain a programme in a first format. The
second tuner 24 is then tuned to a second multiplex in-
cluding a second channel which contains or will contain
the same programme, but broadcast in a second format.
[0062] If the programme in the first format is starting
and being viewed by the user, then the receiver device
can alert the user that the same programme is available
in the second format either then or shortly thereafter. Al-
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ternatively or additionally, if the programme in the first
format has already started and is being viewed by the
user, at the start of broadcast of that programme in the
second format, the receiver device can alert the user to
the availability of that programme in the second format.
As illustrated in Figure 4, that alert 50 could optionally
provide the user with the possibility of choosing to change
the channel selected to the channel broadcasting the pro-
gramme in the second format. For instance, the user
could be presented with the possibility of operating a par-
ticular input key to cause the receiver device to change
channel selection. In other words, the user would not be
required to go through any otherwise normal process for
channel selection.
[0063] An alternative possibility would be for the re-
ceiver device to be configured to change to the channel
broadcasting the programme in the second format auto-
matically without any input from the user. Nevertheless,
a notification could be provided to the user that the chan-
nel change has occurred.
[0064] When a channel change occurs, it would be
possible for the controller to control the first tuner 22 and
first demultiplexer 30 to retune to the new channel. How-
ever, with the embodiment as described with reference
Figure 3, it would only be necessary for the controller 20
to control the second demultiplexer 32 to acquire packets
of the appropriate channel and to control the output sec-
tion 34 to use the output of the second demultiplexer 32
rather than the first demultiplexer 30.
[0065] Where it happens that, despite the programme
being scheduled to be broadcast in both channels (and
both formats) at the same time, the broadcast of the pro-
gramme in the second format starts before the broadcast
in the first format, the user will still be watching a different
programme in the channel of the first multiplex when the
simulcast programme in the second format starts. In this
situation, the receiver device can similarly provide a
prompt or notification to the user providing information
regarding the upcoming broadcast in the second format.
Irrespective, a cache 40 may be provided in the television
receiver device so as to be able to buffer data of a re-
ceived television programme. In this way, in the time be-
tween start of the programme in the second format and
start of the programme in the first format (in the channel
currently selected by the user) the television programme
in the second format can be buffered in the cache 40. If,
at the start of the programme in the first format, the user
decides to select the alternative channel broadcasting
the same programme in the second format, that user is
then able to view the programme in the second format
without having missed the beginning of the programme.
[0066] In the situation where a user has changed the
selected channel so as to view the programme in the
second format, it is possible to configure the receiver
device such that, at the end of the programme, the tele-
vision receiver device returns to the original channel
which was selected by the user. For instance, the con-
troller 20 controls the output section 34 again to use data

received from the first demultiplexer 30.
[0067] In a preferred embodiment, all of these various
options are available to the user. The television receiver
device may present the user with a setup process, for
instance using setup menus in which the various options
can be selectively chosen.

Claims

1. A television receiver device including:

first and second tuners for receiving first and
second multiplexes of channels, each multiplex
including at least one channel carrying a suc-
cession of programs, actual event information
providing information relating to channels in the
respective multiplex and other event information
providing information relating to channels of oth-
er multiplexes, wherein a programme is sched-
uled to be broadcast at the same time in different
first and second formats respectively in the first
and second multiplexes, the device further in-
cluding:

a user interface configured to allow selec-
tion of a channel of said first multiplex;
a controller configured to tune said first tun-
er to said first multiplex and to select said
channel of said first multiplex; wherein
the controller is configured to be responsive
to the channel selected by the user interface
carrying said programme to tune said sec-
ond tuner to said second multiplex; and
the device further includes
an event unit configured to acquire from said
second multiplex actual event information
for said program.

2. A television receiver device according to claim 1
wherein the first format includes television images
in standard definition and the second format includes
television images in high definition.

3. A television receiver device according to claim 1 or
2 wherein selection of a channel by a user is one or
more of selection to view the programme and selec-
tion to record the program.

4. A television receiver according to claim 1, 2 or 3
wherein first and second multiplexes are broadcast
independently over one or more of a plurality of trans-
mission systems including terrestrial, cable, satellite
and network systems.

5. A television receiver device according to any pre-
ceding claim wherein the actual event information is
contained in an event information table, for instance
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conforming to the DVB standard.

6. A television receiver device according to claim 5
wherein the actual event information includes an
event linkage descriptor indicating scheduled broad-
cast of a programme of the respective multiplex on
another multiplex at the same time.

7. A television receiver device according to claim 6
wherein said controller is configured to determine
from the event linkage descriptor in the first multiplex
that said programme is scheduled to be broadcast
at the same time in a channel of the second multiplex.

8. A television receiver device according to any pre-
ceding claim wherein said event unit is configured
to acquire from said first multiplex actual event infor-
mation for said first multiplex and other event infor-
mation for said second multiplex and said controller
is configured to determine from said actual event in-
formation and other event information of said first
multiplex whether a programme broadcast in a chan-
nel of the first multiplex is scheduled to be broadcast
at the same time in a channel of the second multiplex

9. A television receiver device according to any pre-
ceding claim wherein said event unit includes a first
event unit configured to acquire actual event infor-
mation from said first multiplex and a second event
unit configured to acquire actual event information
from said second multiplex.

10. A television receiver device according to any pre-
ceding claim wherein said controller is configured,
in response to broadcast of said programme in said
second multiplex, to one or more of:

control the user interface to indicate to the user
that the programme is being broadcast in the
second format on another channel;
control the user interface to prompt the user to
change selection to the channel of the second
multiplex carrying the programme or automati-
cally change selection to the channel of the sec-
ond multiplex carrying the program.

11. A television receiver device according to claim 10
wherein the controller is configured, when said pro-
gramme in said second multiplex starts before said
program in said first multiplex, to:

store in a buffer said programme from the sec-
ond multiplex so as to enable the user to select
said programme from the second multiplex
when said programme from the first multiplex
starts.

12. A television receiver device according to any pre-

ceding claim wherein said controller is configured,
when channel selection has been changed from the
channel of said first multiplex carrying said pro-
gramme to the channel of said second multiplex car-
rying said programme, to change selection, at the
end of said programme, back to the channel of said
programme in said first multiplex.

13. A method of receiving broadcasts having at least first
and second multiplexes of channels, each multiplex
including at least one channel carrying a succession
of programmes, actual event information providing
information relating to channels in the respective
multiplex and other event information providing in-
formation relating to channels of other multiplexes,
wherein a programme is scheduled to be broadcast
at the same time in different first and second formats
respectively in the first and second multiplexes, the
method including:

operating a first tuner to obtain said first multi-
plex;
selecting, in said first multiplex, a channel in
which said programme is broadcast;
operating a second tuner to obtain said second
multiplex; and
acquiring from said second multiplex actual
event information for said programme.

14. A computer program comprising program code
means for performing all the steps of claim 13 when
said program is run on a computer.

15. A computer program product comprising program
code means stored on a computer-readable medium
for performing the method of claim 13 when said pro-
gram product is run on a computer.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. A television receiver device (8) including:

first (22) and second (24) tuners for receiving
first and second multiplexes of channels, each
multiplex including at least one channel carrying
a succession of programmes, actual event in-
formation providing information relating to chan-
nels in the respective multiplex and other event
information providing information relating to
channels of other multiplexes, wherein a pro-
gramme is scheduled to be broadcast at the
same time in different first and second formats
respectively in the first and second multiplexes,
the device further including:

a user interface (28) configured to allow se-
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lection of a channel of said first multiplex;
a controller (20) configured to tune said first
tuner (22) to said first multiplex and to select
said channel of said first multiplex; wherein
the controller (20) is configured to be re-
sponsive to the channel selected by the user
interface (28) carrying said programme to
tune said second tuner (24) to said second
multiplex; and
the device further includes
an event unit (36, 38) configured to acquire
from said second multiplex actual event in-
formation for said programme.

2. A television receiver device according to claim 1
wherein the first format includes television images
in standard definition and the second format includes
television images in high definition.

3. A television receiver device according to claim 1
or 2 wherein selection of a channel by a user is one
or more of selection to view the programme and se-
lection to record the program.

4. A television receiver according to claim 1, 2 or 3
wherein first and second multiplexes are broadcast
independently over one or more of a plurality of trans-
mission systems (4, 6) including terrestrial, cable,
satellite and network systems.

5. A television receiver device according to any pre-
ceding claim wherein the actual event information is
contained in an event information table, for instance
conforming to the DVB standard.

6. A television receiver device according to claim 5
wherein the actual event information includes an
event linkage descriptor indicating scheduled broad-
cast of a programme of the respective multiplex on
another multiplex at the same time.

7. A television receiver device according to claim 6
wherein said controller is configured to determine
from the event linkage descriptor in the first multiplex
that said programme is scheduled to be broadcast
at the same time in a channel of the second multiplex.

8. A television receiver device according to any pre-
ceding claim wherein said event unit (36, 38) is con-
figured to acquire from said first multiplex actual
event information for said first multiplex and other
event information for said second multiplex and said
controller (20) is configured to determine from said
actual event information and other event information
of said first multiplex whether a programme broad-
cast in a channel of the first multiplex is scheduled
to be broadcast at the same time in a channel of the
second multiplex

9. A television receiver device according to any pre-
ceding claim wherein said event unit includes a first
event unit (36) configured to acquire actual event
information from said first multiplex and a second
event unit (38) configured to acquire actual event
information from said second multiplex.

10. A television receiver device according to any pre-
ceding claim wherein said controller (20) is config-
ured, in response to broadcast of said programme
in said second multiplex, to one or more of:

control the user interface to indicate to the user
that the programme is being broadcast in the
second format on another channel;
control the user interface (28) to prompt the user
to change selection to the channel of the second
multiplex carrying the programme or automati-
cally change selection to the channel of the sec-
ond multiplex carrying the program.

11. A television receiver device according to claim
10 wherein the controller (20) is configured, when
said programme in said second multiplex starts be-
fore said program in said first multiplex, to:

store in a buffer (40) said programme from the
second multiplex so as to enable the user to se-
lect said programme from the second multiplex
when said programme from the first multiplex
starts.

12. A television receiver device according to any pre-
ceding claim wherein said controller is configured,
when channel selection has been changed from the
channel of said first multiplex carrying said pro-
gramme to the channel of said second multiplex car-
rying said programme, to change selection, at the
end of said programme, back to the channel of said
programme in said first multiplex.

13. A method of receiving broadcasts having at least
first and second multiplexes of channels, each mul-
tiplex including at least one channel carrying a suc-
cession of programmes, actual event information
providing information relating to channels in the re-
spective multiplex and other event information pro-
viding information relating to channels of other mul-
tiplexes, wherein a programme is scheduled to be
broadcast at the same time in different first and sec-
ond formats respectively in the first and second mul-
tiplexes, the method including:

operating a first tuner (22) to obtain said first
multiplex;
selecting, in said first multiplex, a channel in
which said programme is broadcast;
operating a second tuner (24) to obtain said sec-
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ond multiplex; and
acquiring from said second multiplex actual
event information for said programme.

14. A computer program comprising program code
means for performing all the steps of claim 13 when
said program is run on a computer.

15. A computer program product comprising pro-
gram code means stored on a computer-readable
medium for performing the method of claim 13 when
said program product is run on a computer.
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